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Compliance challenges in a nutshell

Electronic identification in the EU
- Public sector driven
- Regulated (eIDAS – BRIS – GDPR - …)
- Focus on assurances – duties – liabilities
- Works at EU level

Global domain name system
- Multistakeholder
- Expert consensus through RFCs
- Focus on functionality and utility
- Works globally
Validity of Trust Scheme Publication and Delegation models

- Applying EU style regulation to DNS? Problematic for many reasons:
  - Complying with eIDAS? Liabilities? Notifications? Public sector focus? Standards?
  - Complying with BRIS? Authentic sources? Duty to use DNS? Value of our data?
  - Square peg in a round hole…

- LIGHTTest approach: transparency and trust building
  - What can DNS deliver? The starting point is not zero!
  - Clearly state our delivery and assurances, including data protection
  - Provide a step-up path
Key legal messages

- LIGHTest is **not** an alternative to eIDs or business registers
- LIGHTest **does not** allow you to outsource trust decisions
- LIGHTest **does** allow you to use a global, known and trusted infrastructure to:
  - Retrieve ID information
  - Verify ID information
  - Determine trust assurances behind it
  - Facilitate your own decision making

- While also providing a **growth path** for future European ID policy!
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